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entering into this transaction imposed by section 1352, title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the
required statement shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000
for each such failure.
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September 2, 2016
Mr. George Selim
Office of Community Partnerships
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20528
Dear Mr. Selim,
My name is Mitchell Stuart, Managing Partner at HQ Creative, LLC, and I
write this letter in support of the America Abroad Media, RL Leaders, and
Affinis Labs grant application to fund a program dedicated to building
community resilience through increasing the volume, quality, and
effectiveness of Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) content and
campaigns. Having worked in the advertising and entertainment industry for
my entire career, I am intimately aware of the power narratives and great
storytellers hold to not only capture audiences’ attention but also to change
the way audiences view and interact with the world and to, in fact, shape
the viewers minds to take an action. Particularly in the world of branding
and advertising, as storytellers we must portray our stories to emotionally
persuade and convince our audience. All branding is emotional, and
emotions inspire actions.
Film, television, games, advertising and digital media productions invest
millions of dollars into crafting narratives, but their investments would yield
nothing without the talent and skills of the people that bring those stories to
life. That is precisely why I feel that the narrative and messaging training
program proposed will be integral to providing content creators with the
skills necessary to develop and implement successful CVE content.
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THE DISRUPTERS
Executive Summary
Affinis Labs, RL Leaders, and America Abroad Media (AAM) invite DHS to consider a 12month grant of $647,546 to support a groundbreaking series of hackathons and communications
campaigns that will leverage Muslim American creative talent and the entertainment industry to
disrupt and counter violent extremist narratives. Each hackathon will bring together a diverse
group of Muslim and non-Muslim creative artists to develop communications campaigns and
content that not only counter the influence of ISIL, but also encourage and enable community
members to develop and promote their own Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) content (i.e. a
viral effect). The winning teams will work with mentors and content producers from Hollywood
to fully develop and execute their communications campaigns.
The strategic goals of this initiative are to (a) significantly expand the depth of talent that is
helping counter ISIL by mobilizing Muslim Americans and the entertainment industry (and
connecting them); (b) catalyze and proliferate organic and authentic community-based
narratives; and (c) increase the volume and quality of CVE content and campaigns. Minneapolis,
NYC, and LA have been selected as the locations for the hackathons because they have (1)
extensive networks of talented and creative Muslim Americans; (2) strong ecosystems of
mentors, hackathon judges, and community organizations; and (3) local community partners with
whom we can collaborate. We already have secured initial partners in all three cities, including:

•

LA: Salam Al-Marayati (Muslim Public Affairs Council), Munir Shaikh (Bayan), Rushdi
Cader (Trauma Assistance Training), Omar Ricci (Reserve Police Officer, LAPD);

•

NYC: Debbie Almonstaser (Muslim Community Network), Haroon Moghul (Center for
Global Policy); Oz Sultan (Sultan Interactive), Zeba Iqbal (Former Exec. Director, Council
for the Advancement of Muslim Professionals); and

•

Minneapolis: Zaheer Baber (former Regional Director-Land O'Lakes), Mary McKinley
(Heartland Democracy), Hashi Shafi (Somali Action Alliance), Mohamad Farah (Ka Joog).

The total cost of the project is $647,546 for three hackathons and three communications
campaigns involving communities and the entertainment industry.
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Community participants will be selected through local partner networks, the personal networks
of the organizers, an online application process, and interviews. Participants will be evaluated
based on their interest in the subject matter, passion and drive, ability to work well in teams, and
skill sets. We will ensure a balance of disciplines, experiences, gender, race, ethnicity, and other
factors to maximize inclusiveness and the prospects for innovation. For each hackathon, we will
create five teams based on an assessment of how the mix of skill sets and other factors will
impact the efficiency and effectiveness of the teams. Each team will include three community
members and two creative artists from the entertainment industry.
We will use 5-8 mentors and 3-5 judges from the entertainment industry for each hackathon as
well, which will also further build relationships between communities and the entertainment
industry that potentially could be leveraged in the future. RL leaders, Affinis Labs, and America
Abroad Media (AAM) have all worked extensively with the entertainment industry, and will
recruit creative artists with whom we have previously worked such as: Ben Silverman, the
Emmy, Golden Globe, and Peabody Award-winning executive producer of The Office, Ugly
Betty, The Tudors, and Marco Polo; Greg Daniels, leading comedy writer, producer, and director
on shows such as Saturday Night Live and The Simpsons and co-creator of The Office, King of
the Hill, and Parks and Recreation; Alex Gansa and Howard Gordon, award-winning creators of
24 and Homeland; and Mindy Kaling, creator and star of the The Mindy Project.
Each hackathon will be structured as follows:
Day One: Skill-Building. Affinis Labs, RL Leaders and AAM will team up with local
community partners to host an open public workshop to equip communities with tools to counter
violent extremism through social media, viral videos, and storytelling. This will help empower
communities to generate their own CVE content, help allay any pre-existing fears about the role
of government in mobilizing Muslim Americans to counter violent extremism, and invest the
local community in the goals of The Disrupters. Hackathon participants will also participate in
this workshop to jump start the hackathon process and to ensure teams have similar baseline
skills. The workshop content will be delivered by representatives from the entertainment
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industry, social media companies, and specialists in communications campaigns. We anticipate
100-150 community change agents at each workshop, based on previous hackathons.
The workshop will use RL Leaders’ proprietary Applied Creative Thinking (ACT) methodology,
which leverages experienced creative and technology professionals and local community insights
to empower individuals to think differently about problem solving. The ACT is a
multidisciplinary, immersive, and iterative approach to rapid problem solving. The moderated
decision journey is built around divergent thinking and forces participants to challenge
assumptions, discover connections and consider unusual outcomes. In previous CVE efforts, the
process has produced: a blueprint for a CVE investment fund; an app to rapidly respond to hate
speech; a simulation to identify improvised explosive devices (IEDs); a plan for a city to insulate
itself against recruitment efforts; and designs for a multi-channel network to manage a CVE
campaign. ACT has been successfully used to support Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (DARPA), the Intelligence Community, and the private sector in the global fight against
violent extremism. The workshop will provide participants with a deep understanding of the
narrative process, the implications and consequences of choices made during that process, and
the skills they will need to develop compelling campaigns and content.
Day Two: Ideation and Prototyping. In this phase, teams will develop concepts and initial
prototypes for CVE content and campaigns. Teams will be supported by mentors, who
will provide critical, constructive feedback and help polish initial ideas. After working on lowfidelity prototypes (mock-ups or other visual or physical representations of a concept), teams will
participate in a “speed dating” exercise in which they pitch initial concepts to each mentor. After
receiving feedback from the mentors, teams will test and refine their concepts with potential
users and/or target audiences. At our previous CVE hackathons, teams quickly tested prototypes
through Facebook, on site “experiments,” and focus groups via skype, among other methods.
Day Three: Rapid Prototype Testing and Refinement; Pitch Session: Teams will continue
refining their concepts based on user and audience feedback. In the evening, they will pitch their
concepts through a short teaser video to a live audience, a panel of judges, and an online
audience that will be watching via live stream. For live audience and online crowd voting, we
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will use a second generation online voting platform developed by Affinis Labs for its
hackathons. Based on a U.S. hackathon that Affinis Labs ran earlier this year for Facebook and
Google, we anticipate there will be 150 audience members and 3,000 online votes. The high
level of online voting at our prior hackathons is the result of social media engagement
campaigns, which we will use for The Disrupters to garner public support and an online audience
(Facebook Likes for our hackathons typically range from 10K-20K within 7-10 days).
Prototypes will be evaluated based on four criteria: technical feasibility, creativity, whether they
will effectively encourage others to generate CVE content, and likely impact on target audiences.
Each criterion will receive a score from 1-5 from audiences and judges, and the average sum will
determine the team’s final ranking. Judges’ votes will be weighted higher than audiences because
projects often have technical components that require specialist insight. Teaser videos could be
animation, music videos, shorts drama clips, mock documentaries, movie trailers, or other
formats.
Campaign Execution: Affinis Labs, RL Leaders, and AAM will work closely with the winning
teams after the hackathons for 4-6 months to help them successfully develop content and execute
their campaigns. We will provide mentorship and access to stakeholder networks and resources,
guide development, and help teams build media narratives to generate publicity and attract
additional partners/allies. Creative artists on the winning teams will continue to be involved as
team members, and each winning team will also receive weekly virtual mentorship and ongoing
feedback over 4-6 months from other creative and technical mentors in the entertainment
industry. Potential mentors include individuals we have worked with such as writer/directors
such as: David Ayer (Suicide Squad, Fury, SWAT, Training Day) and Randal Kleiser (Blue
Lagoon, Grease); writer/producers like Tom DeSanto (X-Men franchise, Transformers
franchise); and technical and editing professionals like Ezra Dweck (Pulp Fiction, Apollo 13,
Total Recall, Speed) and Dave Stumpf (Quantum of Solace, Into the Blue, Garfield, X-Men 2,
Panic Room, The Bourne Identity). Teams will come away with a deep understanding of the
narrative and story development process, the implications and consequences of each choice made
during that process, and the technical skills that will allow them to implement emotionally
compelling CVE narratives and distribute them to a variety of audiences.
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Although it is difficult to measure a counterfactual (i.e., that an individual did not become an
extremist because of exposure to a particular message), we can specifically measure the volume
and reach of CVE content generated by our initiative. This includes not only the winning
campaign ideas from the hackathons, but also specific CVE content that is inspired by each of
these campaigns, keeping in mind that a key goal for the hackathons is that resulting
campaigns help others produce CVE content and that this content, in turn, further inspires
others to produce (i.e. a viral effect). Each hackathon winner will be given assistance to track
the volume and reach of content that their work inspires and enables.
Tactically then, we will use traditional social media metrics. Specific metrics will depend on the
nature of each initiative, type of digital or social media platform, and other factors, but some
common online metrics include clicks, views, tweets/retweets, follower-counts, downloads,
likes, level and quality of user engagement and behavior. Metrics to track user engagement could
include, where feasible, tracking instances where content clearly produces discussions or debates
about whether violent extremism is permissible. These measurements, in turn, will help identify
best practices and CVE content, which could be replicated and expanded.
Because of the quality and global nature of the communications campaigns, we anticipate the
resulting CVE content could reach hundreds of thousands of people at home and abroad, and
possibly more. High-quality social media content produced as a result of a single Affinis Labs
hackathon in Jordan earlier this year received 1.2 million total video views, 670,000 post
engagements, 6,000 comments, an average of 36,000 viewers reached per post, and 150,000
likes. Given that we will be running three hackathons and communications campaigns, the
numbers could be higher. In addition, The Disrupters will directly empower thousands to
generate their own online content through the public workshops and the winning teams’
campaigns, which could substantially increase content production and dissemination.
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August 31, 2016 open letter to Secretary Jeh Johnson from community organizations opposed to
DHS’s Countering Violent Extremism Grant Program.11
Despite this community opposition to CVE, however, Muslim Americans have become more
vocal in the past year about helping undermine violent extremists and are less divided about
influencing global narratives against ISIL. In particular, the rapid sequence of attacks and
carnage over the past year—including Brussels, Paris, Orlando, Istanbul, Baghdad, Nice,
Bangladesh, and others—have pushed Muslim Americans towards action, and they are looking
for opportunities to play a significant role in countering violent extremism. This includes Muslim
American creative artists. As one up-and-coming Muslim American director and screenwriter
told Affinis Labs last month, “If given the support, I could create content that runs circles around
ISIL.” Yet, moderates are not empowered, motivated, or organized as a countermovement. The
good guys lack effective tools and opportunities to leverage their unique strengths and numbers,
and thus struggle to effectively challenge violent extremist narratives. The result is a relative
dearth of effective organic CVE content and missed opportunities to enlist a broader array of
community-based talent.
Our proposed program, The Disrupters, will fill this critical gap by leveraging leading Muslim
American talent and the broader entertainment industry to create community-driven, global
campaigns against ISIL. Importantly, this program will empower Muslim Americans to
meaningfully contribute to the fight against extremist narratives in their own organic, effective
ways.

11

http://www.cair.com/images/pdf/2016-CVE-Grant-Program.pdf.
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